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1. Introduction

Heat transfer advancement plays a vital ro
engineering. The improvement of forced hea
cooling mediums namely water, oils, propyl
glycol have shown significant importance due
in the transfer of thermal energy. Apart from
various efforts have been taken to improve h
such as increasing heat transfer area and tem
results in heat flow. However all these efforts
zone [1].Miniaturization of heat transfer devic
world has also driven the need for developing
superior heat transfer performancewithout sa
of the design. Enhancement in heat transf
thermal fluids is made possible by dispersi
with diameter of 1 to 100 nm into the base
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are established. Thermal conduc
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and electrical conductivities are
conductivities reduced as the EG
for 0.5 % volume concentration o
EG mixture. However, at a speci
concentration. Electrical conduct
also observed to decrease as the
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mising cooling liquid with superior performance characteristic compared to
Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). In this paper, new findings on
d electrical conductivities of nanofluids inwater: ethylene glycol (EG)mixtures
tivities and electrical conductivities of base fluids which are water: EG mixtures
0 % ethylene glycol up to 100 % ethylene glycol were measured. These base

l2O3 at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 % of volume concentration and thermal conductivities
then measured at temperature of 20 °C. The result demonstrates that thermal
content percentage increases in the water: EG mixture. Thermal conductivities
f Al2O3 is 0.6478W/m.K and 0.2816W/m.K for 0 and 100 % EG content inwater:
fic EG percentage, thermal conductivities also increased as a function of volume

ivitiesmeasured in 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 % volume concentration of Al2O3 in base fluid
EG concentration increased even though the base fluids’ electrical conductivity
trical conductivity ratio (TEC) has also been established based on both thermal
gs.
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higher heat transfer coefficient compared to conventional liquids and
it is termed as nanofluids [2]. These uniformly dispersed nanoparticles
in base fluids have attracted researchers due to their highly enhanced
thermal conductivity property. This enhancement is due to the thermal
conductivity of nanoparticles which can be either metal or metal oxides
with many orders of magnitude higher than the liquid.

Nanoparticles in water - EG base fluid has received tremendous
attention from researchers, perhaps due to its wide application in heat
transfer especially in cold countries region. Different ratios of water:
EG is generally formulated to lower the freezing point of this aqueous
solutions [3]. Propylene glycol application also served the same purpose
as ethylene glycol. However, under low temperatures, ethylene glycol
mixtures have better heat transfer characteristics compared to Propyl-
ene glycol [4].There are various studies done on thermal conductivity
properties. Lee et al. [2] observed a 40% increase of thermal conductivity
with 10nmCuadded to ethylene glycol basefluid. Similar enhancement
also reported by Eastman et al. [5] with Cu dispersed in ethylene glycol.
However, Eastman et al. [5] also added a non-metallic nanoparticle
which turned out to be 22 % enhancement from basefluid but at 4 % vol-
ume concentration. Murshed et al. [6] also experimented 5 % of both Al
and TiO2 in ethylene glycol and findings showed that the enhancement
is 45 % and 18 % consecutively.
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